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Small text art pictures that fit into Twitter. Sometimes referred to as Twitter art, or ASCII art.
Features of academic writing Complexity Nominal groups. Formal written English uses nouns
and nominal group (noun-based phrases) more than verbs. One simple example is: de·gen·er·ate
(dĭ-jĕn′ər-ĭt) adj. 1. Having declined, as in function or nature, from a former or original state: a
degenerate form of an ancient folk art. 2.
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Small text art pictures that fit into Twitter. Sometimes referred to as Twitter art, or ASCII art.
Keyboard artwork (aka ASCII) is created without using any graphics at all. The images are
formed using various symbols and.
"Please use some keyboard characters it will help you to. ". . "There are lots of face symbols. .
Perverted face symbols. Find and save ideas about Text emoticons symbols on Pinterest. | See
more about Emoticon keyboard, Symbols .
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Features of academic writing Complexity Nominal groups. Formal written English uses nouns
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de·gen·er·ate (dĭ-jĕn′ər-ĭt) adj. 1. Having declined, as in function or nature, from a former or
original state: a degenerate form of an ancient folk art. 2.
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